INTRODUCTION

The past four years have seen renewed interest in the role that structural remedies could play in shaping telecommunications markets. In the United Kingdom the threatened structural separation of British Telecom (BT) formed the starting point for a lengthy review by the regulator Ofcom which culminated in agreement on the implementation of the lesser remedy of functional separation. Similarly the European Union’s 2006 regulatory review initially focused on structural separation as an answer to alleged anti competitive behavior by incumbents but finally opted for the UK model of functional separation. Yet despite the rejection of structural separation in these markets it has emerged as a key issue in the planned National Broadband Network (NBN). Proponents of structural separation suggest that it would not only enhance value to consumers through heightened competition, it would increase shareholder value in incumbents as network assets are revalued and other divisions are spun off. Such confidence in Australia in the ability of structural separation to generate value appears to deny the practical experience internationally and ignores the growing body of literature which calls for regulatory reform to enable broadband rollout based on less prescriptive ex ante regulation.

SEPARATION AND NBN

In March 2008, as part of the process underpinning its $4.7 billion tender for a National Broadband Network, the government sought submissions on the regulatory settings needed for a rollout of a fibre to the node broadband network competent to deliver 12 Mbit/s broadband. Over eighty submissions were received and the overwhelming consensus in the submissions was that structural separation, the separation of network wholesale operations from the retailing of services was an essential condition for rolling out the network. These submissions argued that structural separation would encourage further competition in the delivery of broadband to the benefit of consumers and was absolutely essential if the incumbent Telstra won the tender. The arguments for separation were offered in the context of the tender requirement that:

If a Proponent proposes to supply both wholesale and retail services it should demonstrate what structural measures or models it proposes be put in place and maintained to prevent inappropriate self-preferential treatment and ensure that effective open access is achieved

Structural separation, which theoretically removes any incentive for a network operator to discriminate against downstream rivals was, the obvious prescription for Telstra’s competitors to ensure there was ‘no self preferential treatment’, with Optus headlining its submission on regulatory change (Optus 2008a), ‘Separation to end Telstra Tyranny’. On releasing its submission Optus claimed separation would end sixteen years of ‘fear, uncertainty and delay’. Optus went further noting that competition had largely been a failure despite regulatory measures designed to lessen Telstra’s dominance. Optus argued:
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‘We have a once in a generation opportunity to get the regulatory settings right to encourage a vibrant and competitive broadband market’ through structural separation.

Given such hyperbole and that the majority of arguments in support of applying structural remedies came from Telstra’s competitors these arguments might be dismissed as self serving but the support gathered by Optus and the Competitive Carriers Coalition principally from Dr Chris Doyle one of the UKs’ leading academic commentators on regulation means these arguments cannot be summarily dismissed. In addition suggestions that structural separation may enhance the value of incumbent operators such as Telstra have given weight to the possible use of separation on a voluntary rather than mandated measure and this has further heightened recent interest in structural separation.

In the context of the current debate these arguments for voluntary separation have significance as they underpin the concept that a separated wholesale only FTTN company would enjoy utility status and consequently be able to access lower cost debt and have lower overall costs because of higher gearing than a vertically integrated operator such as Telstra. The argument that Telstra is seeking inflated returns from FTTN and that competitors could and would secure lower costs of capital for the project is a recurrent theme in arguments for a non Telstra FTTN network with Optus commissioning expert economic analysis (CIE 2008) that Telstra’s costs of capital would be 2% above those of a competitive network operator. In that analysis no evidence was offered to sustain critical assumptions about the relative costs of capital of Telstra and its competitors and it amounted to little more than an economic model in which the findings were utterly dependent upon the assumptions that were made. (Morgan 2008)

Suggestions that voluntary separation could increase the value of incumbents was lead in late 2006 by former leading US investment house Bear Stearns who argued separation of the network assets of European incumbents from their retail arms could realize some US $200 billion for shareholders. The suggestion that separation could unlock shareholder value was echoed in Australia by Morgan Stanley who suggested Telstra’s value could increase by 15% with separation. But neither the academic argument in favour of separation, nor the financial argument are sustainable.

This observation is borne out by realities in the marketplace where structural separation has found no support internationally. Indeed notwithstanding the weight of opinion within Australia in favour of structural separation it has been rejected by British and European regulators in recent inquires. The UK regulator Ofcom and the European Union Commission found that structural separation was a disproportionate remedy to alleged anti competitive conduct by incumbents. Both have opted for the lesser remedy of functional separation. Similarly despite arguments that separation would enhance shareholder value and create utility type network companies focused on Next Generation and fibre rollouts, only the Irish incumbent eircom has seriously considered voluntary separation. Despite the claimed benefits from voluntary separation eircom shelved its plans for separation in April 2008 stating that the difficulties in financial markets made separation impractical. This claim by eircom’s owners would seem to mask a web of complex financial and regulatory issues that made the simple promise of voluntary separation extremely complex in practice.

The paper considers the merits of recent arguments for separation in Australia against the international experience and opinion. It also considers the case study of eircom to highlight that whilst voluntary separation may deliver short term gains to shareholders it may have perverse outcomes especially in terms of investment in Next Generation Networks (NGN) and fibre deployment and damage the longer term prospects not merely of the incumbent but the national telecommunications industry at large.
The Relevance of Structural Remedies

Whether or not structural separation can add value to the NBN equation is perhaps best determined by its ability to promote the ‘long term interest of end users’ the critical test under the Trade Practices Act. This is determined with ‘regard’ to

- The promotion of competition in markets for listed services,
- Promotion of any-to-any connectivity; and
- encouraging economically efficient use of, and investment in, the infrastructure by which listed services are supplied

The attraction of structural separation to those who made pro separation NBN submissions is at first glance obvious as it could be argued separation would satisfy the dominant objectives of promoting competition and encouraging the economically efficient use of (existing) infrastructure. Nevertheless it may fail the test of encouraging investment and it is arguable that unless there is investment, the long term interests of end users cannot be realized. In summary the value of structural separation turns upon whether it will provide the incentives for investment and specifically within the NBN context investment in fibre to the node. It is questionable whether it can and not merely because Telstra has said it won’t invest in NBN if structural separation is the price for the $4.7 billion subsidy but because a growing body of opinion suggests separation in any form can and will deter investment by incumbents.

What Form of Separation is Being Sought?

No investment in FTTN may be the outcome Telstra’s competitors are seeking especially given that they seem confused about quite what form of separation they are calling for with the weight of submissions to the expert group actually focusing on functional rather than structural separation. Functional separation would seem to have little merit if the objective is to enable FTTN investment as expert opinion by Dr Chris Doyle appended to the Optus submission notes. Functional separation was also recently deemed to be irrelevant in the current debate by the Competitive Carriers Coalition with the CCC telling the Senate Select Committee on NBN that:

> The bottleneck elements of a deep fibre access network will vary widely under different network architectures, but all make access to copper at the local exchange obsolete. The models of functional separation implemented in the UK and New Zealand are therefore no longer relevant in the Australian context.

Yet despite the understandings of the value of functional separation which Telstra’s competitors have finally gained many of the submissions on the regulatory settings for NBN, which were reflected in submissions to the Senate inquiry, moved seamlessly from calls for structural separation to arguments about the effectiveness of functional separation with some submissions completely confusing the two concepts. In its submission to the expert group the Communications Expert Group (CEG 2008a) from Western Australia said:

> It is strongly recommended that legislation be introduced to structurally separate the infrastructure and retail divisions of Telstra, with existing Telstra Shareholders having shares in both companies.

Later the submission notes

> The community at large, especially in Western Australia have recognised the weaknesses of the current legislation and strongly support a change to a regulatory environment that supports Functional Separation.
This confusion mirrors the wider misunderstanding amongst industry commentators about the policies that have been pursued in other markets with, for example, Paul Budde (Budde 2008) lauding the superior performance of British Telecom’s supposedly separate companies in a recent report which stated that:

The commercial success of BT since it underwent this process is proof that component companies can generate more value separately than they would if retained under the umbrella of the parent company.

BT still operates as a vertically integrated company and Openreach is merely a division within that company with accounts and performance consolidated at a company level.

This lack of precision in the Australian debate about separation reflects the European debate where in 2006 the newly appointed European Union Commissioner for Media and The Information Society, Vivianne Redding used structural separation as shorthand that embraced the full range of structural options that could be used to address anti-competitive behaviour by incumbents. These options, identified by UK academic Martin Cave as ‘Six Degrees of Separation’, (Cave 2006) range from commonly applied accounting separation, through functional and operational separation to the most extreme option, structural separation with divestiture.

Despite the significantly different implications of each, especially for investment in NGN and fibre-based broadband, Vivianne Redding seemed to have ignored the nuances and seized upon the extreme end of the scale when she opened the 2006 European regulatory review by calling for ‘a European way of structural separation’. (Redding 2006). Ms Redding argued that just as the break up of AT&T had led to heightened competition in the United States, which she believed had led to robust broadband competition, structural separation could heighten broadband competition and penetration in Europe.

That understanding denied that broadband competition in the United States owed more to inter-platform competition and asymmetric regulation between cable and telecommunications companies rather than any earlier measures that had opened up the telephone network to competition. It also denied the fact that the US had moved away from the extensive ex ante regulation embodied in the 1996 Telecommunications Act to regulatory holidays which leveled the playing field between cable operators and telephone companies so that incumbent operators had the incentives needed to rollout fibre-enabled broadband services. The confusion that followed Ms Redding’s initial remarks only ended when the EU Commission recommended the introduction of functional separation ‘at the national regulators discretion’ and stressed:

Although operationally separate business entities are created, overall ownership remains unchanged; functional separation is therefore an instrument that needs to be distinguished from structural separation which is currently being introduced in the energy sector.

What is particularly significant about this European debate is that the industry at large, including incumbents, equipment manufacturers, national regulators and even competitors expended considerable energy in winding back what they saw as the Commissioner’s misplaced enthusiasm for structural separation. During the inquiry even the Commissioner’s own expert staff commented:

The general view, as confirmed by two OECD reports, is that complete structural separation is rarely justified in the communications sector. Overall, the costs of structural separation appear to be greater than the expected benefits … Other disadvantages concern the adequate level of investment in network infrastructure when providers do not receive the revenues and consequent incentives that flow from vertical integration. Experience in
other sectors (e.g. railways) has shown the problems of co-ordinating investment when infrastructure and services are separated. This problem is more acute in the communications industry, where technological change is rapid and where investment demands are pressing … It is not clear that it will lead to more investment, because it denies the infrastructure owner the revenue streams that are available to a vertically integrated operator. In addition it implies never-ending regulation of the infrastructure provider.

These concerns about the impact of separation on investment were similar to those voiced in Ofcom’s earlier inquiry in 2004 (Ofcom 2004) where a broad consensus had emerged that the costs of structural separation would outweigh any gains with even Ofcom noting:

We believe that [tackling the problem of inequality of access] … can be achieved without the disruption and costs associated with a move towards the structural separation of BT.

It would seem though that in their enthusiasm, those arguing for separation in Australia have ignored the real outcomes in the UK and Europe. For them it has been sufficient that leading international regulators had reignited a debate about structural separation for Australian commentators to believe that any form of separation has merit irrespective of the findings on the merits of separation which have been delivered internationally.

Separation – A Hollow Argument

As noted it would seem that many who made submissions to the expert group failed to make any distinction between functional and structural separation and deem the two concepts to be little different in practice or impacts. A casual observer could perhaps be excused for confusing the two concepts given that both have at their core the quarantining of wholesale network operation from downstream retail activities. But given the significant differences between the two especially in terms of the even more damaging impact structural separation would have on network investment and co-ordination there can be little excuse for careless use of the term separation in the current debate. The weight of economic literature over many years (Coase 1934; Lafontaine and Slade 2007) remains that a vertically integrated firm has greater incentives to invest and lower transaction costs than two separate upstream and downstream companies or even operationally separate divisions within one company and that vertical integration is efficient and in the consumers interests. In their exhaustive 2007 study of the economics of vertical integration Lafontaine and Slade found the following:

… we did not have a particular conclusion in mind when we began to collect the evidence, and we have tried to be fair in presenting the empirical regularities. We are therefore somewhat surprised at what the weight of evidence is telling us. It says that, under most circumstances, profit-maximising vertical integration decisions are efficient, not just from the firms’ but also from the consumers’ point of view. Although there are isolated studies that contradict this claim, the vast majority support it.

Despite the growing body of literature which expresses concerns about the impact of separation on investment, and the empirical evidence recently offered by Lafontaine and Slade from Warwick University, proponents of separation argue that the benefits of vertical integration are overstated and any inefficiencies in investment co-ordination can be ameliorated by long term contracts between the separate network company and retailers.(Cave and Doyle 2007; Doyle 2008) This confidence in contracting and claims that the benefits of integration are exaggerated were a recurrent theme in many of the submissions to the expert group.

Yet despite such assertions the confidence in the ability of contracting to ensure investment following separation does not come from experience within the telecommunications industry
because quite simply there is no model for vertical separation in the sector. Instead the belief comes from other sectors such as the manufacture of personal computers where for example chip manufacturers contract with PC manufacturers, or the airline industry where airline ownership is separated from the ownership of airports (see Cave and Doyle 2007 in a paper prepared for eircom). Neither model is particularly relevant to the telecommunications industry because of the commoditized nature of PC manufacturing where there are a number of competitive chip and motherboard manufacturers whilst the airline industry, especially in Australia, has been marked by the opportunistic behavior contracting is supposed to prevent.

Nor more significantly perhaps are the underpinnings of arguments on the merits of separation and the role contracting might play to offset any expected inefficiencies particularly compelling. These underpinnings lie in large part in the work of in the work of US economist Prof. J. Gomez-Ibanez. The paper offered in support of the Optus submission from Dr Chris Doyle of Warwick University draws upon Gomez-Ibanez highly influential ‘Regulating Infrastructure: Monopoly, Contracts and Discretion,’ (2003) to support his assertion that the benefits of separation will outweigh the costs.

Gomez-Ibanez has suggested that contracting in various forms could take the place of regulation in a range of industries and argued there are net gains from the structural separation of vertically integrated telecommunications companies. Doyle noted Gomez-Ibanez had undertaken an extensive review of regulated infrastructure industries and that Gomez-Ibanez had found that;

the net benefits of separation in telecoms are positive, and higher than in any other ‘mass market’ sector he considers, despite the presence of some interdependence of network elements.

This view underpinned Dr Doyle’s paper for Optus and it forms a cornerstone for views put both by Optus and the Competitive Carriers Coalition on the benefits of separation.

Certainly Gomez Ibanez review of utility industries was extensive, but little of the 400 page work which Doyle and others draw upon is concerned with an analysis of the telecommunications sector (see , pp. 326–339 of Gomez-Ibanez). Much of his analysis was devoted to deregulation of transport and electricity rather than telecommunications. Indeed much of Gomez Ibanez argument in favour of separation turns on an analysis in one table (at page 328) which compares the benefits and costs of unbundling across selected industries. Gomez Ibanez finds that the benefits of unbundling in telecommunications are high and would be higher than in a number of other utility industries where unbundling has already occurred. It is a somewhat subjective if not curious finding given that he suggests that the percentage of bottleneck facilities in telecommunications represents 40–50% of costs compared to only 5–10% in electricity and that overall the costs of telecommunications unbundling are ‘low’ compared to his findings of the costs of separation in the water industry where he deemed the cost to be ‘moderate’.

At best Gomez Ibanez findings may be understood in the context of a backward looking analysis that draws upon the economic characteristics of the earlier analogue era when AT&T was broken up. This is suggested by his finding that product heterogeneity and network interdependence in the telecommunications industry are only moderate. This may have been true of analogue copper based transmission when voice was the dominant product and data was typically offered on overlay networks, but it is not true of the digital age and especially fibre base NGN. As networks evolve toward NGN multiple services are carried on a common bitstream displacing discrete legacy network overlays meaning that effectively there is only one IP enabled network and only one underlying bitstream product.
Nevertheless despite the lack of any apparent in depth consideration by Prof. Gomez Ibanez of the merits of separation in the age of fibre and NGN his work has been influential in framing other contributions to the Australian debate (CEG 2008; Williams and Davis 2008), although Williams and Davis, unlike Doyle and CEG in a paper prepared for Optus, do note Gomez Ibanez caveat that separation may have some impact of investment co-ordination.

An Exhausted Premise?

The significance and influence of Prof Gomez Ibanez work cannot be ignored yet it rests on a premise rejected by many in the telecommunications industry such as British Telecom in 2005 and many researchers (Ergas 2007; Waverman 2008) that the telecommunications industry is not comparable with other utility industries which have undergone separation. Waverman, argues:

While we approve of regulatory flexibility, we still think that public policy should not consciously strive for a ‘utility model’ of any sort in the telecommunications sector. Unlike the electric and gas sectors, telecommunications is characterised by rapid technological evolution.

The objections to separation may though be more fundamental than the misapplication of utility industry models to the telecommunications industry and may lie in the fact that separation ignores the increasing economies, not only of scale, but of scope that come with fibre and NGN deployment. The introduction of abundant transmission capacity with service carried on an underlying bitstream implies a lowering of marginal costs compared to copper based analogue networks lending weight to the observation that (Tuinstra 2007):

in the absence of (substantial) dynamic efficiency gains the net effect of vertical separation and horizontal competition is never welfare enhancing … vertical separation only introduces extra layers of (possibly imperfect) competition. The policy implications are, only resort to separation and liberalization when potential efficiency gains are substantial which is typically impossible when marginal costs are relatively low to begin with.

In effect separation may distort competition and reduce welfare. This observation is backed by practical observations from within the industry with leading UK telecommunications consultancy Ovum stating:

Economic analysis has also demonstrated that, in theory at least, an integrated operator model is the most efficient approach to serving the public (that is generating the greatest economic welfare)

Given this weight of opinion it must be asked quite why are Telstra’s competitors so wedded to the concept of separation?

Separation Adding Value or Protecting the status quo?

Although the government sought submissions on the regulatory settings needed for an NBN rollout it would seem most submissions were designed to reinforce the status quo and preserve arbitrage of the existing copper network. Despite repeated claims that separation is being enacted in a number of markets the reality remains that only one market the UK has gone beyond the so called soft separation options of accounting or operational separation. Consequently many of the submissions on NBN regulation draw heavily upon this UK experience with functional separation and also point to its deployment in the New Zealand market and the EU recommendation that functional separation should be considered by national regulators.
Functional separation, as it is now commonly understood, is based upon the Loopco model (Cave) and the focus of separation is therefore the local network beyond the main distribution frame which consists of copper pairs to the end user. As such functional separation has the obvious intent of facilitating access to the local loop by ensuring that the scope for non price as well as price discrimination is removed when an incumbent is required to unbundle the local loop.

Following the lead set in the United States where the 1996 Telecommunications Act made unbundling of the incumbents network mandatory, access to discrete elements of the local network, including the unconditioned copper pair (the unbundled loop), has become the international regulatory norm. EU legislation in 1998 obliged incumbents to unbundle their networks. Following widespread application of EU law competitors can now lease unconditioned local copper pairs, generally at cost based prices and then through co location rights, deploy the necessary equipment in the incumbents’ exchanges to deliver competitive DSL delivered broadband. Similarly the 1997 legislation in Australia set the preconditions for unbundling especially with the enactment of the access regime under the Trade Practices Act.

But despite UK regulation which had been designed to facilitate unbundling, when Ofcom began its strategic review of the market in 2003 two problems were identified. It was found that BT still dominated the market and that existing ex ante regulation could not rectify this dominance nor, in the age of unbundling, could regulation address problems caused by BT’s control of the local loop. In the course of the review Ofcom concluded that BT had the incentives and potential to discriminate and evidence gathered by Ofcom suggested BT had acted anti competitively.

To resolve the problems identified by Ofcom BT accepted a series of voluntary but legally binding undertakings to provide ‘Equivalence of Inputs’ and create a functionally separated local network access division now known as OpenReach. The success of separation was subsequently measured by Ofcom almost solely in terms of its impact on the provision of ULL which accelerated rapidly following the creation of Openreach growing from a mere 150000 lines in 2003 to over 3 million by 2007. Ofcom also pointed to investment by competitors in DSLAMS and backhaul as proof of separation’s success although Ofcom did note subsequently it could have a chilling effect on investment by the incumbent.

Unbundling and Separation

The intent in functional separation is obvious. It has been designed to drive unbundling and competitive broadband deployment (Ofcom). Similarly in Europe concerns about low rates of broadband take up and the absence in may EU countries of inter platform competition also lead to concerns about slow rates of unbundling which it was believed could be increased by functional separation.

Consequently given that functional separation, predicated on a ‘Loopco’ demarcation, is designed to reinforce ex ante regulation of broadband deployment on copper it has little relevance to the rollout of fibre in the local network in Australia. But clearly it is has great relevance in maintaining the current arbitrage regime under which competitors supply xDSL broadband over Telstra’s copper loop. Fears that FTTN deployment would foreclose copper based competition or in reality arbitrage emerged shortly after Telstra first outlined its FTTN plans with the ACCC and Optus (ACCC 2006:Allen Consulting 2006) both expressing concerns about the impact of FTTN on existing exchange based xDSL broadband. The Allen paper prepared on behalf of the then G9, now Terria group, went further to argue if the price
of FTTN was the loss of current competition then it was not worth it — competition was more important than investment.

The intent of defending existing DSL based competition was highlighted in a number of submissions to the expert group by calls for the NBN rollout to start in underserved areas currently without broadband i.e. rural areas (Optus 2008b). Given the risky nature of FTTN investment and the need to secure revenue from high value customers currently using broadband a rollout in underserved, high cost low revenue areas first would destroy the business case for FTTN. The ‘underserved first’ rollout is merely a proposal designed to protect competitive DSLAM investment in high revenue low cost urban areas. Similarly calls by Primus for up to five years notice to be given before FTTN is installed in an exchange area with competitive DSLAMs, and for compensation to be paid to competitors’ stranded investment, undermines the FTTN business case as it would delay its rollout in urban areas for five years.

In summary economic theory and the simple reality that structural separation has not been adopted in any market suggests it can add no value to the rollout of fibre enabled broadband in Australia. Similarly weaknesses in the much vaunted argument that a utility like wholesale network operator could build and operate a national network at lower cost than a vertically integrated operator have been exposed by the demise of plans for separation advanced by the Babcock and Brown owned eircom. eircom’s plans for separation are considered below.

**Is There a Financial Case for Voluntary Separation?**

The Irish experience, offers a cautionary tale on the complexities and little acknowledged disadvantages of structural separation. Although Babcock Capital Management (BCM) embarked on separation as a voluntary measure they still required highly favourable regulatory conditions. Despite this need for regulatory support the Irish regulator Comreg had marked reservations about the proposal particularly in terms of its impact on wholesale pricing and the consequent impact on retail prices. The regulator also signaled that it would not accept either an increased allowance for the cost of capital which BCM needed or the revaluation of network assets which was essential to the success of separation.

Although a number of submissions on regulatory settings for NBN to the expert group suggested that the eircom separation was still being pursued it was abandoned in April 2008 because of the complexity of the task and BCM’s recognition that even if they won agreement for separation it would have been a lengthy process that would not align with their investment horizon.

**Voluntary Separation and the eircom experience**

In 2006 a then leading US investment bank Bear Stearns suggested that voluntary separation could unlock US$200 billion plus in value for shareholders in the major European incumbent operators a view that was supported in Australia by Morgan Stanley who said Telstra’s value could increase by 15% from separation. In summary the argument was based on a simple proposition that the sum of the parts, i.e network, retail, mobiles, directories etc was greater than the value of the whole integrated company.

The argument for voluntary separation was recently outlined in the Telecommunications Journal of Australia by David Havyaat (Havyatt 2008) who argued separation was is in the interests of incumbent telcos, but that they were unable to see the value of separation for several reasons. Havyatt suggested that bounded rationality, agency problems and strategic misunderstandings meant incumbents could not see the benefits of separation in terms of
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investment i.e lower costs of capital, international growth (prospects), better understandings of technology (the use of more relevant technology) as well as regulatory relief.

Only one incumbent has ventured down the path toward voluntary separation, eircom the Irish incumbent. Defying Havvaytt’s belief that incumbent’s could not see beyond the dominant paradigm of operating as a vertically integrated company eircom’s owners and managers Babcock Capital Management, (BCM) sought to unlock value in the company through separation by pre empting changes to European regulation which they believed would lead to forced separation. As outlined this was a massive misreading of what the EU was actually considering.

After pursuing separation for over two years, BCM shelved their plans for separation in April 2008 claiming that the ‘capital markets were against’ them and that functional separation offered a better model to accommodate a changing regulatory and competitive environment.

eircom’s journey toward and retreat from voluntary separation is significant because it underlines the complexity of separation even at a time of the incumbent’s choosing. It also highlights the significance of regulatory commitment and ready support from financial markets if separation is to be successful. In the eircom context it was obvious financial markets viewed separation as risky and unlikely to yield the longer term benefits of lower costs of capital and less regulation.

Although the eircom proposal was presented as a model for regulatory change through separation it may have been that BCM had a more self interested agenda and were engaged in little more than a classic private equity play with separation being offered as a rationalization for large scale divestiture of assets that would have yielded BCM a significant windfall gain.

The Background to Separation

Brown Capital Management (BCM) acquired a majority stake in eircom, the incumbent Irish national telecommunications company in August 2006. Together with related parties they control 65% of the company and following their acquisition the company was de-listed in June 2006. Discussions with the regulator Comreg about separation opened in early 2006 when BCM held only a 12% stake. As part of these discussion BCM commissioned a paper from Charles River Associates (CRA 2006) in an attempt to answer concerns about the costs and complexities of separation which had been raised by the regulator. The regulator’s concerns focused on the long standing criticisms of separation i.e. higher costs for consumers because of double marginalization and problems with investment incentives and coordination. It was such concerns that had lead the OECD to reject structural separation in the telecommunications sector in 2003 despite earlier OCED recommendations for separation in the utility industries and these concerns were rested by a wide range of parties in the UK and EU reviews.

Despite the international weight of opinion that had already emerged on the costs and adverse impacts separation might have, the CRA paper argued there would be net benefits from separation although it noted critical issues such as separation’s impact on pricing, the question of double marginalization and impact on investment would need to be considered further. Nevertheless the paper argued:

there are good reasons to believe that the proposed separation could significantly strengthen the incentives for NGN investment and associated platform and product innovation. Our analysis to date indicates not only that there are a number of powerful drivers for investment and innovation under separation
Despite having invested considerable energies in the first half of 2006 in arguing for separation nevertheless BCM told the Australian Stock Exchange in May 2006 when they announced their bid for the company that:

(the ) BCM investment (is) not predicated on separation.

The detailed BCM offer for the eircom, made available to the existing shareholders in June 2006 went further and suggested eircom would continue to operate as a vertically integrated company noting:

BCMIH’s strategy for the business is to build on eircom’s existing market position by embracing new technologies, maintaining a strong customer focus … BCMIH believes that the eircom network is a valuable asset, capable of delivering long-term stable returns. BCMIH expects that the network assets will continue to be operated in a vertically-integrated model along with the eircom retail assets.

Despite that seemingly firm statement of intent the offer document did suggest though that incumbents were being forced into separation and:

Although not anticipating structural separation, BCMIH has indicated that it would consider any such request from the relevant authorities in Ireland, provided an appropriate complementary regulatory regime is implemented and the interests of other stakeholders, including employees, are safeguarded.

The offer document is also significant as it was marked by the same confusion between functional and structural separation that has been seen in Australia and BCM’s continued to use the two terms interchangeably in the months that followed the successful takeover in August 2006. This confusion about terminology, as in the Australian debate, may have been little more than a tactical ploy designed to confuse understandings about the scope and implications of structural separation.

Confusion about quite what BCM had in mind was ended in October 2007 with a presentation to a Brussels conference on separation when BCM Director Rob Topfer stated they were intent on structural not functional separation. He also indicated BCM would consider splitting the retail company into business and retail companies, each with a distinct market focus and degrees of risk. Mr Topfer continued his Brussels presentation by focusing on what he termed the ‘financial benefit’ of separation suggesting it, ‘creates new value (and) exposes existing value’.

There can be little doubt about where this newly ‘unlocked’ value would largely flow as it focused on value that could only be realized when the company, or constituent parts of the company were sold. The increase in value that BCM saw with the split was significant. BCM argued that typically incumbent operators traded for 6x EBITDA but with separation the network company could trade at 8.5–11 x EBITDA whilst the retail companies would trade at 8–13 x EBITDA.

Mr. Topfer suggested that the low valuations of vertically integrated incumbents were due in large part to regulatory uncertainty which was marked by frequent reviews of costs, pricing and related access conditions. Such regulatory intervention he argued was suppressing value. It should be noted that suggestions that separation lessens the need for regulatory intervention also form a key element in the arguments mounted for separation in Australia. In BCM’s view value would be enhanced after separation because there would be fewer reviews of pricing and prices could be set for the longer term by reference to the RAV (Regulatory Asset Value) and WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) of the separated Netco. Mr Topfer argued these concepts were well understood by regulators of utility industries and could be readily
applied to the telecommunications sector. In summary regulatory commitment was a key ingredient BCM were seeking.

As BCM further developed their case for separation to analysts and investors in late 2007 and the first half of 2008 it became clear that highly favourable regulatory settings were critical to successful separation. But despite the seeming simplicity of the BCM proposal, which they suggested required little more than a willing regulator and a utility like financial structure for the network company, neither the Irish regulator nor the wider financial community were persuaded. Comreg had held long standing concerns about the complexity and cost of separation and whilst BCM’s partners in eircom, the Employees Share Ownership Trust (ESOT) had foreshadowed possible agreement to the split, they too held significant doubts about the merits of separation. Comreg, acknowledging the complexity of separation engaged consultants to review its possible implications signaling that it would undertake a lengthy twelve month inquiry. Similarly the ESOT which owns 35% of eircom retained financial consultants asking Dublin based Merion Capital and leading international investment house Rothschild to review the BCM plan.

But even before the Comreg consultants started their task it became clear that Comreg was highly unlikely to agree to the increased allowance for cost of capital which BCM were seeking. The regulator had started a review of eircom’s cost of capital in mid 2007 and in early 2008 the regulator indicated it would reduce the allowance from a relatively generous 11.5% to 10.1% several percentage points below the allowance eircom were seeking and which was needed to underpin separation. In addition it became clear from work undertaken by Comreg’s consultants Oxera that the profitability of the network was relatively low compared to the capital it employed. Oxera found that the network generated only 43% of eircom’s profit whilst utilizing 86% of its capital. This implied the need for significant increase in network earnings i.e higher wholesale prices before separation could proceed.

Nor were BCM’s partners the ESOT convinced of the merits of the proposal following advice from Merrion and Rothschild that the proposal carried significant risks because it was dependent upon a highly favourable regulatory outcome in terms of the cost of capital, asset revaluation and wholesale pricing which they believed the regulator was unlikely to agree to. In addition the ESOT’s financial advisers were not convinced that the financial model that BCM were pursuing, based on the securitization of the network company, would be readily accepted by the financial markets noting that although it was common in the utility sector it had not been accepted in the higher risk telecommunications industry. Rothschild told the ESOT that:

It is difficult to construct a value creation story in the absence of a favourable regulatory settlement.

And on the planned securitization of the network company which was the key to financing the separation Rothschild noted:

Securitization — no appetite (from the markets) badly affected by sub prime crisis and not tried in telecoms. No saving in interest over existing senior debt.

Rothschild’s doubts about the use of a utility funding model for the network company, i.e. the Regulated Asset Value model were echoed by Merrion Capital who asked:

Can this model function smoothly in telco business where the assets, investment decisions and performance indicators are far more complicated than those in other utilities (such as UK water companies) where the model has been applied not always successfully.
In effect Merrion Capital were providing confirmation that utility models could not be transferred to the telecommunications industry and both the regulator’s and expert financial opinion suggested that the model BCM were proposing was far more complex and risky than BCM had claimed. Finally in February of this year the political consensus that BCM believed that had built in support of separation collapsed. The Irish government rejected a call by BCM for a €150 million subsidy for eircom’s NGN rollout despite BCM’s assurances that separation would enable broadband and fibre investment.

Faced with growing doubts and delays BCM announced they would put the split on hold in April suggesting that the downturn in international financial markets. Effectively the promised simplicity of voluntary separation dissolved in the face of regulatory complexity and other shareholder doubts about its ability to generate sustainable longer term returns.

The Real BCM Agenda

Private equity typically favours investments in regulated monopolies from which they can generate guaranteed returns and substantial management fees, or investment in underperforming and/or undervalued companies which have assets that can be sold while the company is ‘turned around’. As a leading private equity company BCM’s investment mandate includes:

- The company may acquire a diversified business where it has assessed the constituent businesses to be worth more than the price at which the entire business can be acquired.
- The company would then seek to extract value by divesting some or all of the constituent businesses through trade sales or public offerings or unlocking the value of these businesses in some other manner.

Structural separation of eircom met that mandate. Following separation BCM would have owned Netco, a ‘utility’ investment which they believed would generate guaranteed income from management fees comparable to favoured private equity monopoly holdings such as airports and toll roads. This would have secured significant revenue for BCM in the medium term until they ‘exited’ the investment when Netco was sold. In the short term BCM would have enjoyed a massive windfall gain from the disposal of eircom’s assets including its mobile division Meteor. It is widely understood that the sale of Servo (formerly eircom retail) might have realized €1 billion with the sale of Meteor generating a further €800 million. Based on BCM’s original business case for eircom, which did not include structural separation, separation would have effectively doubled BCM’s returns.

In reality BCM’s plans for structural separation suggested they were doing no more than seeking to meet their investment mandate and offer significant windfall gains to their parent Babcock and Brown and to their shareholders. What is perhaps most telling about BCM’s aborted plans and it is certainly relevant to the funding of a structurally separated network company in Australia is that the markets never demonstrated any interest in the BCM proposal. Throughout the period BCM pursued separation its shares traded at a 20%–25% discount to the issue price. In effect, like most commentators and regulatory experts, the markets didn’t ‘buy’ the arguments for separation.

Conclusion

Despite the simplistic and often misleading understandings offered in Australia of the nature and impacts of structural separation the international debate about all forms of separation indicates it has no support from the wider telecommunications community and has no relevance to investment in fibre and high speed broadband. The weight of opinion is clear,
that separation will act as a disincentive to investment and that it will generate costs that far outweigh any gains. Recently, following the EU’s recommendation that functional separation be adopted Leonard Waverman one of the UK’s leading regulatory experts noted (Waverman 2007):

In particular, vertical integration may be more conducive to investment in Next-Generation Networks, as there will be the need to coordinate complementary investments in different parts of the network infrastructure (e.g., access investment supported by complementary investment in backhaul). We are not aware of any analysis by the Commission that specifically concentrates on the merits and de-merits of vertical integration, and then establishes that the costs of vertical integration outweigh the long-term benefits …;

Waverman like many leading commentators believes that concerns held about the impacts of functional separation apply with even greater weight to structural separation and fears about the damage any form of separation will do to investment are not confined to academic circles. At a more practical level even competitors fear the separation of incumbents because any failure by the incumbent to invest will damage their performance. Following the creation of Openreach BT’s leading competitor Cable and Wireless sounded a warning about the utility type company that might emerge from separation . Cable and Wireless (Pluthero 2007) warned that:

I think it should be a matter of real concern to the industry if BT load Openreach with debt because the covenants involved will prohibit them from acting with the full degree of flexibility they will need in order to serve the rest of the market.

Given such views separation remains an article of faith underpinned by simplistic assumptions that ignore the complexity of the telecommunications industry in which investment in one elements of the network must be coordinated with and be competent to support investment in other elements of the network. The reality is telecommunications remains a network industry, not a collection of networks, and no one element of the network can be quarantined from another without profound impacts on the whole investment chain. Separation cannot enable or encourage investment in NBN. What is needed is regulatory reform that gives the regulator greater discretion to rank investment as a priority in meeting the long term interests of end users and the dominance of competition as goal in its own right must end.
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